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SUIMARY

Object of Investigation

This report supplements C.R.D.D. Technical 'imorandum No. iAV/47
"Crystallisation Problems in the Development of New and improved Initiating

and Delay Compositions." It gives examples of investigations to provide

required physical properties by controlling crystal formation and growth and
by surface treatment and deposition in these classes of explosives.

Scope of Investigation

i4ethods described can be classified:-

1. Control of particle size and shape by indirect crystallisation i.e.
through an interm ediatc crystalline substance not isolated in the process.

2. Control of crystallisation by the use of additive substances affecting

nuclcation but not included in the final product.

3. Nucleation by additive substance retained in the crystals of the product.

4-. Precipitation in the presence of hydrophilic colloids.

5. Employment of a proportion of the explosive as a colloid.

6. Deposition and surface treatment - reproduction of mechanical mixtures.

These methods have been first studied in the laboratory to meet Service

or experimental requirements for compositions with suitable physical and

explosive characteristics e.g. flowing properties, ignitability, rate of

burning. Promising processes have then been developed to the manufacturing
scale.I The substances invustigatod include lead azide, lead styphnate, barium

styphnatc, lead 2:4 dinitrorcsorcinatc, lead 4:6 dinitrorosorcinatc. Examples

arc given from manufacturing processes and from investigations in progress.

Concl usions

The results illustrate the very wide range of modification of physical
and explosive properties Ywhich may be attained using the methods described

and with a comparatively small number of substances. This is important as
there arc few substances in this class which possess suitable explosive
properties combined with adequate stability and compatibility. Attention

should be drawn to the effect on crystal growth of very small proportions of
additive substances, in particular the non-ionic surface active agcnt3;
dilution of explosive properties is thercby almost entirely eliminated.
This can be compared iith co-precipitation with hydrophilic colloidl which

can also be mploycd at small proportions.

The enhanccd sunsitiv(. ncss of crystallising substances to the presence
of impurities during polymorphic transition or changes in basicity or degroe
of hydration is rcpuatodly shown but is not always essential for desired
crystal modification by co-precipitation.

Some oxamples show that surface condition can be more important than the

shape of the crystal in obtaining satisfactory flowing properties for machine-
filling.

Recommendations

In continuing the investigations outlined in this report it is sugoestod

M.
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that tho follo-,-ing should ruccivc attcution:-

(1) Tixtcnding thc studi,-,s of crystal formation arid --rovith and s urfaujc
tre.atmeant to inlClUde substanccs not ncccssarily of potential c.xplosivo
application but with sir.i1c-r crystal ch--iract-ristics to thosc dcscrib(-d.
Thc obj,-ctivc would be to obtain more gcn,.ral data to corre late cxp ,rimuntal
res ults.

(2) Thu. most pror.Aising fields aire in the emaploymunt of surfaco activu
substanccs both non-ionic and ionic types for modifying crystallisation without
incorporation and also for surface trc;atr.i,nt to im,,rovo flowingrouis
and stability.

(3) Only a small beginniing has boon mauoe ini trying to ciiminatc thc,
many complcx me,chaniical mir-xtures in common use anid itL is considerud that thu
mothods of co-prucipitation and dcposition dcscril)cd could be. more wide ly
a,p:plied to give homo-cn,,,us non-segregcating compositions.

2.
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introduction and objects

Now and improved initiatory and delay compositions arc demanded in order
to mcot the requirements of existing and projected explosives stores. The
inception and development of such composition involves a study of thc physical
charactoristics of possible substances in relation to any methods of prepara-
tion or modification which can be adopted. A satisfactory product must not
only possess the required Lroperties of ignition when in use in the fuze,
detonator or other store but must also be suitable for consistent manufacture
in a physical form applicable to filling factory practice. Initiators and
fast burning delay compositions arc usually sensitive explosives and
practicable methods of preparation and processing are limited owing to the
risk of accid,ntal explosion. The final product must be stable to con-

ditions of tumpLraturu and humidity encountered in Scrvicc use and also
compatible with mutals and any other materials with which it is required to
be in contact.

The ideal c,Imposition is a single chemical substance which can be prepared
sL1ply on a mnufacturing scale to give a consistent rcproduciblt; product
meting all filling aid proof requirements. This ideal is rarely if ever
attained and one result is the very frequent resort to the use of two or more
component mechanical mixtures with the obvious attendant disadvantagos;
mechanical processing methods, such as corning,in order to provide free-flowing
and non-segregating products are sometimes adopted but this cannot be considered
to be a satisfactory solution particulbrly when sensitive explosives are
involved.

Any investigation of possible substances for initiating or delay

application soon discloses the very consiCerable influence of the physical
firm of the product on processing, handling and the eventual performance at
prof test. The general procedure, therefore, is to study the results
of c-ntrolling physical form by modifying methods of proparation keeping in
mind the limitations imposed by the natie of the substance and manufacturing
considerations. Many likely substances in this class of explosive are
sparingly soluble salts and in a typical precipitation process it is possible
to alter rate _f f-iation of nuclei and growth of crystals in order to
modify prticle size and shape. This is achieved by adjusting main variants
such as ch_oice and cnccntrati rts and tem-oratures of roact nts, pH of
soluti_ns, and rates of agitation and addition.

For a largc number cf potuntially useful compositions however the
conclusion of these experiments fails to secure a suitable and consistent
product. For example the substance may crystallise persistently in an
unsatis_actory form such as in aciculor or l llar habit resultin% in a
bulky and p oor fl,.wing material unsuitable for proccs6ing and handling.
Alternatively the required burning or dctonoting properties may not have
boon attained or may have boon shown to bc critically dependent on small and
uncontrollable differences in particle size and shape. In this connection
£ final particle r gr-nulQ of approximately spherical shape (not necessarily

composed of a single pure substane6) would not only give a free-flowing
compsition but vould also ensure random distribution on filling thus avoiding
offccts du to preferred orientation of the crystals under pressing load.
The surface treatment of pr riising substances to modify flowing, burning or
other physical -ropertius rerusents a further stage in the attempt to meet
requirements.

The invcsit,i - f mcth..ds ff pr< oation to ovurc-mc the di-iiculties
indicated an, to achieve sa.tisf,ctory manufacturing processes and products" has
boon carrie. out over a number of yerocs and it is possible to give collected
examples of results obtaineo.

3.



This rebcorxt thuruforu sup :)luromnts C.1Z.D.-D. Technmical TiiicranCuc. No.

l/Ai/47 "'Crysta,7llisatirn Prc PierG[s in the :1Duvclc pmunt of' 1'Bw and Iripr,--vecd
Initiatingr Cormp siti'-ns."

~.iet:ls iyloy , ari,7 -x-mplcs ~fresults obtaincd

Tho ,-,.thcIds anl-' rosults cmn bo cl,assifilo) urnder thu hcad."ings--

1. Control of Partic1c size and' s-hape by ind,'irect cryst:allisa--tion,, i.e.
through an itriaecrystallino substance n-,t isoclated in tau procuss.

2. Control f cry..tallisatic-n by the use of Lulditivo substances acfcecting
nucle atLn but n t( included in the final product.

3. ITulati,n by additive substancu retained in the crystals of the
product.

4. Prccipitati-n in thu lDrcs(-ncc cf hydrophilic colloids.

5. Eraple)yimient --f a proportion of the ex,plo.-sive as a colloid.

6. Deposition and surface treatmo nt - reproduction of mechanical mLixtures.

(1) Contrcl of particlc size and shape. by indirect crystallisation

,7here direct crysta llisation of the required substance results in a
product of unsa.tisfactory crystal habit, particle size or degree of
unifrr.ity it is possible, w;ith certain substances, to obtain substantial
ii--provcr.-ent in physical ferm by ind--ire;ct crystal-lisati.-n thr -uLgh an inter-
med(iate -iich is not isola ted. The intermeDiate may c'-nsist of a salt of
diff;rcnt b-sicity or state of hydLration or other co.7mplex froma the substance
required. Th,- ccnvursi-)n of the incr itr to the final pro,-uct can
frequo,ntly be- ci. se;ly co ntrolled in a ba tch process toc. give a lossc . a
crystal habit -r tma-rked unifoL'rmity in crystal size.

For cx,-mplo bariui- styphriato (barium trinitrores rcinate, m,-n:)hy,, ratc,
monoclinic) cry,-talliscs as shrvn in Fig. 1 w;hun prp?,red by the interaction
of barium carbontek- or barxium acetate wiith styphnic acid. Different crystal
ha-bits can be obta ined by using. other s lul-i.ns ,s shor n in Fig-,s. 2, 3 but
these L rod-ucts aro nmt rand' 2mly oricrntatu,, vilen c -mpressod into_ dlulay Sl,(vCs.
This results in LI -rcgula r rates r:2' burninLg. A desirabli, but un'fa(-iii!iar
crystal h.abit is shurn i, Fits- 4, 5. This can be obtained by first
precipitating the trihy,rate by the aCdition -If ma_-,ncsJut- styphriate solution
t2 barium ace tateU solutiun ed aitnngabove thu transi'Gion tL-mpuraturc
to convert to the monchIy'ratc; this c nversion is accelerated by the addition
of nitric acid. The convursi . n froci the acicular trihydravte to the ronuircd
crystal habit is illustrated by 6. This process waas dcvelopueP to the
manufactUring; scale to give a Loc..uct :nrn as R.D. 1320 giving consistent
rates of burnin,m- in dela y sLeves for f.Luzus.

As a furth0 r cxaLrIplc 1,.a sty,A.hnatu (lead trinitrcrosu~rcinatc mne-
hyA-ratc, mn-oeLliic) ca n be obta--incd in requirud crystal habits and1 -articlo
size by indirect crysta llisatim) thro-ug,h "basic sa7LIts". These are basic
salts in the sunse that L th,ey have hib ho r lead content than the normal salt.
Jhwi lead acetate soluti :n is aIde,d to aneimstyphn-ate sc-lotion opaque
yellermowayrae ("ir'- 7) are first -2 .rmed. This is an a,dsorption
croc plex of indI.iinitecoLo a a rhich cha-,ngcs to lead!acosyhaui the
form of aciculorx cry,otails (i.8). By alturin3 the co,nd'itL,ions of precipita-
tion either of- thease inturt-edc7i-tCs (or the true mo n:basic salt obtait-ed ait
higher pYH) can be co,nvurted by the fOL'itimn of ni-tri*c acid to the norma l
lead styphna-te. Conversio-n o f the- microag grGartes is faivourable. to the

4.
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equant cryotil h71it (Fig. h); cthe led acoto-styohnatc c:nversioL fvos
th flatter crystal habit (7ig. 10). Slc,- aldition of nitric acid gives
1--rr-c crystals an increase in rate .,f a,'dition gives progressivoly smaller
crystals (I'i-. 11). Iuterr.i-iatc stagoes of t-o preparations are shown in
Figs. 12-16. These processes have been developed satisfactorily to the
,Manufacturing scale for a general purpose dust-free lead styphnate of high
bulk density (R.D.1302) and lead styphnate (R.D.1303) which will mix with
powdered graphite without segregating to give an electric cap composition.

This method of indirect crystallisation therefore gives control in batch
processes for both crystal habit and crystal size of the product.

(2) Control of crystallisationby the use of additive substances
affecting nucleation but not included in the product

A distinction can be drawn between precipitation methods ;ihich dcePnd
upon the incorporation of a measurable proportion of additive substance and
those which employ an additive substance to modify crystal formation and
growth without b ing included in the final product. The theory of the
factors influencing crystal growth have been studied by Gibbs, Curie and
others and the work of 1arc on the use of dyes for modifying crystallisation
velocity can be quoted for examples where considerablo changes in crystal
habit arc shc-n -,;ith rclatively little adsorption of the forLigt substance.
The influencc of urea on the crystallisation of sodium chloride is usually
cited as the classical exatiple. When a colloid is co-precipitated and
incorporated in the product either the individual crystal becomes translucent
or opaque and loses its crystalline facets or alternatively the colloid msuy
fuqction as a binding or aggregating medium for small crystals. ,Jhcn no
appreciable incorporation or aggrogatidn taes place the crystals rotain
their normal transparent appearance but may be modified in size and/or
shape by the presence of an additive substance in the liquors.

This method has been studied for the preparation of initiating and fast
*delay compositions as it has the appreciable advantage of reducing the

possibility of dilution of the explosive. As an example a considerable
reduction in cr/stallisation vclocity on certain faces is achieved with
methyl cellulose f-r barium styphnato without any noticeable incorporation
of the colloid (Pig. 17). Note also the crystal habit of barium styphnato
crystallised from sodium carbonatc and carboxy methyl cellulose (Fig. 18).
.ith the same ux!losive the effect of a dye (methyl violet) was found to berelatively small. In the prcparation of normal lead 2:4 d* 'orsorcinatc
the addition of urea has given indication of promoting acicuo',r crystal
habit thus decreasing bulk dunsity.

The class of substances generally described as surface active agents
has been found in this Establishment to be particularly applicable as
additives to modify crystals of initiatory exalosives without inclusion.
"Lnionic surface active agents usually form in#olublc nuclei and will be
mentioned in tho next group of methods but the nor-ionic type which are not
reactive to most of the solutions employed have given results of int-rest.
The results obtained from those investigations show that a very small
addition of certain surface active agents can profoundly affect nucl>.ation
and subseque nt crystal growth and may be particularly valuable for sucpressin-
undesirable polymorphic forms.

For example pure load azide precipitated by thi. interaction of lead
acetate acid sodium azide solutions is of irregular and irrpioducible crystal
growth and is usually a mixture of alha (orthrhombic) and the less stable
and undesirable beta (monoclinic) polymorphs. The respective uffectcf the
addition of a water disprsibl- and a water soluble surface active agent
compared with a control precipitation is shown in Figs. 19-24. Th beta
form can be entirely eliminated and uniform crysto grow-th produced. This

5.
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process has been developed satisfactorily to the manufacturing scale.
Virtually all the additive substance is retained in the mother liquor and
the process therefore gives pure l ad azide by a controllable method. The

surface active agent also facilitatos washing and filtering of the product.

As another example of a different type may be quoted the crystallisation

of load styphnatc in the presence f a surface active agent in order to

prepare the beta polymorph at higher temp,rature.

Investigations have also shown that the addition of very small propor-

tions of surface active substances may be employed in order to improve

flowing properties of the crystals, for ox.iple, barium styphnato can be

improved by this method.

(3) Nucleation by additive substances retained in the crystals of the

prod uc t

By the introduction of a small proportion of a loss soluble substance

in a finely divided corLition rmarked control of crystal developrlnt can be

obtained in a number of cases. The cmploym.ent of an anionic surface active

ogont of the sulphonatc type in the precipitation of lead azido is an example.

The insoluble lead sulphonatc is first precipitated in a very fine state of

division, providing abundant nuclei for the lead azide crystal growth. The

resultant product is therefore of extremely small crystal size as shown in

Fig. 25.

A further oxariple is in the manufacture of Service lead azide, about 2

per cent load carbonate being precipitated in situ by the advance of load

acetate solution added to the base solution of sodiur carbonate. The

fam,iliar orthorhombic crystals of lead azide when viewed between crossed

nicols show clearly the two skeletal growths to each crystal of lead azide

corresponding to the nuclei (Fig. 26).

An interesting point arose in the use of this icthod by the nuclebtion

of barium- styphnato with barium ca-rbonatc. Uniform crystal development was

achieved but the burning properties of the explosive were markedly affected

and the product was unsuita6dc as a delay composition. This may indicato

that nucl-ation with an inert substance is more suitable for a dutonating or

priming composition.

By the simitaneous addition of solutions of load acetate and sodium

azido to a base solution of colloidally dispersed graphite the graphite may

be intimately incorporated in thu growing lead azide crystals to give a

copletoly opaque product with interesting properties. Adjustment of

conditions can result in diffrc;nt crystal ftrm-ations from the raicly rhombic

to the dendritic aggregated types (Fig. 27). This product has been rcunrttly

devoloped to the tanufacturing scale.

(4) Prccipitatiun in the pres(ence of hydrophilic colloids

The adsorption of foreign substances by growing crystals is a comron

phenomenon with numerous refurences in the literature. Among technical

applications the adootion of dextrin to give a less sensitive form of lead

azidc is well known. The possibility of using other colloids to modify

plVsical form in a wider sense than that of descnsitising has been exam-ined

in som,e dutail in this 0 stablish.mcnt. For example it has been possible to

prcpare lead 2:4 dinitrorescroinate co-precipitat.d with a small proportion
of high viscosity type methyl cellulose with a faster rate of burning than a

control prepration without the colloid. Special attention has ben paid

to using small proportions of colloid with less than I per cent included in

the product.

Improvm ,nt of fl :ing properties and mod,_ification of detonating or rate

6.



of burning characteristics arc the two main contributions which can bc made
in the development of now compositions by co-precipitation in the presonce of
colloids. Examples can also be given where products of improved cohesiva
and adhesivo properties have boon made and colloids hnvc boon used to eliminate
the offects of impurities in ingrodicnts.

The prccisc mechanism of adsorption on growing crystals is still a
matter of controversy and no definite rules can be formulated for the use of
this method in order to obtain particular results. It is possible however
to give a general account of the factors involved and some conclusions based
upon hundreds of experiments using the substances indicated.

The first considerations arc:-

(a) Nature of substance to be precipitated or crystallisod.

(b) Selection of colloid.

(c) General conditions of precipitation.

(d) Proportion and method of use of the colloid.

The most simple case of crystallisation represents a large number of
alternative conditions and with precipitations involving intermediate forms
and solid phases the problem may be very complex. The solubility of the
substance in the supernatent liquor and the rate of nuclei formation and
crystal growth can usually be modified over a wide range by alteration of
concentrations temperature, degree of, agitation etc. in order to establish
conditions favourable to the incorporation of the colloid.

The available hydrophilic colloids are substances of high molecular
weight mostly obtained from animal or plant sources. They include the watcr-
soluble proteins such as gelatin, the water-soluble gums such as gum a:abic,
and colloids of the type of sodium alginate; reprosentatives of these groups
have boon investigated in the precipitation of initiators. As a class
howevcb the cellulose and starch derivatives offer distinct advantages.
Many arc available in reasonably pure and consistent supply from commercial
sources. They cover a wide range of physical properties influencing
crystallisation and their advantages and scope have boon verified experimentally
in this work. Hethyl cellulose and carboxy methyl cellulose and also the
starch glycollato derivatives are particularly valuable. They are water
soluble over a considerable range of molecular weight and degree of substitution
giving a correspondingly wide range of precipitation charactc&ristics. Even
at low concentrations highly viscous solutions are obtainable and this is
reflected in the marked effect of very small quantities as additives. The
presence of the glycollate side-chain in both cellulose and starch derivatives
contributes considerably to the efficiency of these colloids as shown in the
examples in this report.

The proportion of colloid should be kept to a minimum to avoid marked
dosonsitisation and possible hygroscopicity of the product. A distinction
must be made between the quantity of colloid used and the amount actually
incorporated in the product; in some cases 10 per cent of the colloid has
boon added to reacting solutions to obtain less than 1 per cent incorporation.
Mechanical conditions may be critical and for any series of co-precipitation
experiments it has been necessary carefully t. standardise the procedure.

A distinction should also be drawin botwcen colloids which are included
in the growing crystals without undergoing chemica?l change and those which
are converted to another substance during the process. lethyl cellulose is

7.
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not reactive chemically in the type of double decoptosition precipitation
commonly employed and is incorporated unchanged, Sodium cellulose ,,lycollate
(sodium carlboxy methyl collulose) however forms an insoluble lead salt in the
presence of a soluble lead salt; this insoluble salt is the effective colloid
and such preparations as granulated lead azide can be more correctly describod
as true co-precipitation.

Examples of products by this method

(a) Granulated barium styphnatc (R.D. 1320B). By adding a mixture of
magnesium styphnate and sodium carboxy methyl cellulose solutions to a solution
of barium chloride it is possible to obtain opaque almost spherical granules
of barium styphnato marhcdly diffe,rent from the crystals formed by normal
methods of preparation (Tig. 28). This product contains only 0.7 per cent
carboxy methyl cellulose. Vith reduced proportion of colloid a characteristic
etched crystal type is produced (Pig. 29). X-ray diffraction examination
confirms that the granular product is essentially the same substance and not
a polymorphic form and the pattern of the granules corresponds to a small
number of crystals of the order from one to six (Fig. 30); with increase in
proportion of colloid the number of constituent crystals greatly increases.
Granulated barium styphnate is a very stable substance and its method of
,reparation has teen devcloped to th- manufacturing scale.

(b) Granulated lead styphnate (R.D.1316). Lead styphnate in the form
of free-flowing rounded granules can be prepared in a single stage process by
the addition of lead nitrate solution to a stirred and heated mixture of
magnesium styphnate and methyl cellulose solutions, the proportion of colloid
being equivalent to I pur cent of the product (Fig. 31). This process has
also been developed to the manufacturing scalc.

(c) Lead azide (R.D.1333). A modified form of lead azide has been
developed in order to give a composition of improved cohesive properties on
pressing. In this preparation solutions of lead acetate and sodium azide
are added simultaneously to a stirred clilute solution of sodium carboxy methyl
cellulose. The resultant product consists of irregularly shaped granules
which processes well and gives a remarkably free-flowing composition (Fig. 32).
Some examples of the first stages of crystal formation are shown in rigs. 33-36.
As the proportion of colloid incorporated is less than 0.8 per cent a high
state of purity is .aintained in thu product as shown by determinations of
azide value which are considerably higher than for other forms of lead azide
in use. This method of prep ration of' ld azide has been showntz possess
advantages on thu manufacturing scale.

(d) Lead dinitroresorciatcs. Colloids have been employed with lead
2:4 and 4:6 dinitroresorcirate to improve flowing proportics (granulation), to
modify rates of burning and to eliminate the effects of iMpurities. A lorgo
number of different products are pos.,ible and some of these have been developed
to manufacturing scale and adopted for Service use as priming or delay composi-
tions (R.D.1305, R.D.1307, R.D.i308).

Example of lead dinitroresorcinate composition developed to manufactti scale

R.D.1305 was developed to meet the resuirement of a 1 millisecond delay
in Fuze 255. It illustrates the usc of tvo colloids in one process to give
required flowing bulk desity and Lurning properties of an explosive. The
precipitation of normal lead 2:4 dinitroresorcinate to give a range of products
of varying particle size by the addition of lead hydroxide suspension to
dinitrorcsorcinal suspension without the incorporation of a colloid results
in a stoop burning time - 0article size curve when plotted in the one milli-
second region for the Fuze 255 requirement. Pticle size can be controlled
by concentration of reactants or more c enveniently by adjustment of
temperature of the prucipitation.

8.



By the addition of sidium carboxy methyl cellulose to the lead hydroxide
suspension a final product can be prepared which breaks up into granules on
drying; at the same time the burning time - particle size curve becomes much
flatter allowing a practicable control of burning time of the final product by
adjustment of temperature over a convenient range on the plant.

Simultaneously methyl cellulose added to the dinitroresorcinal suspension
increases the bulk density of the final product to within the specified range
for mechanical filling requirements. Tables can therefore be compiled for
the manufacturer showing the required temperature adjustment and proportion of
methyl cellulose to be added in order to give required delay and bulk density
respectively.

(5) Employment of a proportion of the explosive as a colloid

Crystallising substances prepared by precipitation from interacting
solutions can be varied in particle size by adjustment of conditions in
accordance with Von ,-Tiomarn's rule. It follows that if practical conditions
can be devised to prepare a proportion of the substance with particle size so
much reduced as to give a gel-like or colloidal precipitate it may be possible
to employ the substance itself instead of an additive colloid. This has the
decided advantage for explosive use that no inert diluent is introduced.

As an example the acid salt of lead 4:6 dinitroresorcinate is usually
precipitated in the form of acicular crystals with completely unsatisfactory
flowing properties (Fig. 37). By selecting suitable conditions of temperature
and concentration of reactants a proportion can be precipitated in gel-like
form to give a froe-floving granulated product by direct precipitation as
shown in Fig. 38. Mlixturcs of acid and basic salts may also be prepared in
the same way (Figs. 39, 40).

A further example of direct precipitation to give spherical granules is

shown in Fig. 41 (Lead 2:4 dinitroresorcinatc).

(6) Deposition and surface treatment

(a) Granulation by precipitation of hydrophilic colloids. Those methods m-y
be described as two stage processes as they consist of the preliminary prucipita-
tion of the explosive (usually in a finely divided or othcrwise unsatisfactory
physical form) followed by a separate granulation operation.

The suspension of the explosive in a dilute solution of the colloid is
vigorously stirred and by the alternative means of the addition of organic
solvents or electrolytes or by raising or lowering the temperature the
colloid is thrown out of solution and undor favournble conditions will give
a granulated product with the explosive. The optimum conditions have been
found to be generally critical and one processing difficulty is a tendency
for the product to cake on drying if excess colloid is used; extrusion to
obtain granules of satisfactory size may be necessary.

An example is the use of sodium carboxy methyl cellulose to give a
granulated product with load 4:6 dinitroresorcinate by the addition of alcohol
which flocculates the colloid Fig. 42. Attempts have been made to dispense
with the organic solvent by utilising the property of muthyl cellulosws of

" being more insoluble at higher temperatures; for example the explosive
suspended in a dilute solution of methyl cellulose is stirred and hGated above
the cotgulation temperature to precipitate the colloid. On cooling,the outer
layer of methyl cellulose goes into solution thus avoiding caking on the
product on drying. Such a method has advantages over the use of ulectrolytes
for salting out the hydrophilic colloid on account of possible reactivity and
absorption at the concentrations rcquired.

9.
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(b) Prccipitation of insc luiblc; ,,aturials anid surface _tr a .Vn,t.t- Tho co-
procipitation and surfa-ce dc posiJ,on of iniscluhl(; substancus repre,sent furthor
stage s in rlodifying ox plosives not only to iilmJ ,-cholanicoal mixing but as
to impart ncwi propcrtics. P~or exav k an iasolublc mar,terial can bG introducod
in thu prcci pita ti- n of the ux,)losiv,- usu7tlly in conjunction with the uso of
a hydrophilic colloid as ouscribod in (4) abo vo. 'Thc insolublc material is
cmnploycd in a vury fin,l,' dividod statc prcfurahly suspcndod as a hydrophobic
solution. Fig. 43 is a,n ox--mPlc of a nyCtr_;,ic_bic Sol (colloidal graphite)
incorporated during- thu pr-cipitvLLior of a rrainulfx oxplosivo (load styphnatc)
in the presence, of a 'hydrophilic coll-.id (nm,_thyl cululoso); this is a single
stago process qtarting frum thc sol _'ions rcquirud for the d--ublu decomposition
and the two colloids.

Another r_,thcod is 'V- pr;p.-ru -Uhu insoluble- -,,atcrial in - finely dividcd
condition by b,-dl m.-illing or aLl4Ie(rnatively by thc use of a colloid mill and a
proportion of ,rotective hydrophilic colloid and dopositing on the surfacc of
the preformeid explusive; this is of course a two stage process. Substancus
available commercially as hydrcphrbic sol susp(_nsio ns r!iLa.y be used directly as-4
in the ease of colloidal LTraphitu. Various me,,thods have; buun investigated and
employed for securing s -tisf actory Iosition including the wider use of
lyophobic sols in media othcr than wiatecr. Fig. 44 shows graphite deposited
en lead styphnatc to give a conducting compusiti in which unlike thu untreate;d
explosive can only be iunited by electric sparkhs of extret,ily hic-h (.nurgy.

Re.productions of me,,chanical r.,ixturcs to givo h._§Xgonoriuus non-segregating
compositions have_ boQn iMade by similar pruci pit aUi,_, Linotllicds and examples
could includ, a ntimony sulphi,_I - riircury fulin--te, alur,iniut-ilcad styphnate
and the inoorpnration. of stc0 nra, tes of mtl.in addition to replacei,ent of
mixturcs this field has bee;n shLvin to Aivo opportunities for improving
electrostatic pruorties, burni4ng and fla-Ish charactu,ristics (..itouto

of "hot particle;s" in a firicly dividod aind evenly distributed mianner),
eliiiination of press ing r-1-ifficul tics by incorporating, a lubhrica nt a nd the
application of insuntsitive coa tings -uid co-tings to iyoecom,patibility and
stability of the composition. ',_atur rupollant film-s ha-ve been applied to
crystallinc proJe',ct during m_anufaicture to imnprovo sta bility.

A special a sp, ct of surface treAmient and co-preci pita tion is the
impro-vement in fll w-ing pr,_oprtios %ihich aybe obta-Iined by including Small
quantitio;s of suita-blo substance s to reduce surfa,ce friction; this is a
furthe,r or alternative stage tc i.odifyinig p -rticlc size arid shape. The
ecellent flowingT propurti(s cf loa d azidu i,.D. 1333 dooit the irregularx
ccntour of the parilo C~ -i ttribute:d, to reduction of friction by a
surface film -f lead carboxy -ethyIl co_lluI-su.

An examnple of a cw n--Tcatn rnua psitu !ixture of lead
azido and I='11T is sh ;vin in Pi.45 and thub structu.- of the granule is seen in
Fig. 46 a ccmhbination X-ray light photc,graqph. This was pre,paLredc usincg lead

coroxymetyl c,-llulosc, as thLu tindimwagnt

Attention hsboun -iven. to pr( cipiti-tlinr: a less o_rmsitivo cx,,,losivu on
to a sensitive initiaitor in rdrto incr- asces- ,fcty dUriwr h1andling. On
loading thu c-inpcsito gra nule ru :sdt giving, a uniform mixture of the
compocients. Per ox ,r plo b.-rium styphneate Iras boarn orucipitatod over lead-u
styphnatc.

10.
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Conclusions

(I) The results described prove that a very large number of products of
different physical and cxplosive properties can be prepared from a small
number of explosives. This is particularly important as there arc relatively
few substances which combine initiating, priming or fast burning characteristics
with adequate stability. It is therefore necessary to employ all possible
moans of modification of properties particularly those methods of preparation
which have boon shown to be readily applicable on the production scale. For
oxmnplo, it has boon demonstrated with load styphrato that the one explosive
can be used as the basis of manufacturing processes giving (a) a free-flowing
product consisting of crystals narrowly controlled to habit and size with
high apparent bulk density/density ratio (application as an ingredient for
detonating and cap compositions), (b) a product of selected crystal habit and
size to give a non-segregating raxture with a less dense component (application
for electrically fired caps) and (c) a product consisting of rounded granules
by direct precipitation possessing quite different explosive properties (fast
delay composition). In addition load styphnate has been modified by deposition
of a surface coating to rcnder it virtually insensitive to ignition by electric
sparks of high energy; untreated the same crystalline material is extremely
sensitive to this forf of ignition. Other experimcnts have given further
modifications of the same explosive including a granular form incorporating
a lubricant, an alturnativo granulated detonating composition, and a poly-
morphic form of possible application to Service use.

(2) Much of the experimental work has been devoted to precipitation in the
presence of aditive substances or impurities. The examples given in this
report incluyle crystallisation in the presence of impurities during transi-
tion of the main substance. Such changes have been representative of poly-
morohic transition (e.g. beta to alpha load azide); transition from salts of
different basicity (e.g. acid to basic salts of load 4:6 dinitrcresorcinate);
transition from higher to lower hydrates (e.g. trihydrated to mnohydratod
barium styphnate).

This indicates sensitiveness to such changes and can afford a guide to
the selection of conditions for the most effective control of crystallisation
by additive substances. This phenomenon has boon known and previously
remarked in the literature (Hcdvall Chem. Reviews 15 139, 1934) and the
oxaples described in this report provide further oxpcrimontal evidence.
It is evident however that such transitions are nct always essential for
effective co-precipitation. For instance the precipitaticn of lead styphnato
in the presence of methyl cellulose on the plant scale has given opportunities
of obtaining samples during the early stages of crystallisation and oxamining
by X-ray diffraction for evidence of polymorphic or other transition. No
substance other than the alpha normal monohydrate has been found although
lead styphnate can form a polymorph, a basic salt or a complex salt under
suitable conditions.

(3) The frequent use of methyl cellulose and derivatives as co-precipitants
may be noted in the examples. Although other types of colloids have been
studied it is evident that the cellulose ethers and esters (and also some
corresponding starch derivatives) arc particularly effoctiVe; they may be
employed successfully in small proportions to modify crystal shape very markedly
without diluting desirable explosive properties. The single spherical crystal
of barium styphnatc may be compared in its formation with corresponding poly-
crystalline granules of other explosives. When the complex nature of these
crystallisations is considered together with the relatively slow rate of
precipitation the uniformity of development of the final particles is remarkable;
for example the early states of formation of granulated lead azido can show a
wide range of phenomena including nucleation within gel fragments y,t the
product, is free from fragments and oversize aggregations.

11.



In the uso of th ,-1col-.-j as Dc-P.woi it s iL,. azido
prccipitf otd ii t,io -'-*,ca of sNoi C' cellulose plycoll ati, R.D. 1:51) it ,

sh ud ocL .. .. , an cs tL eff ive co-pc .. it-tin colloid. is

the insoluble mc,tal -lt -of LI l collir acid. TlLis is :porc.at bccausu
the heavy .tal s Its c im ., c . . tore repeliN.t oropcrtics; thus thc
final co-precipitated explosive b oC expected to lvcve grc:<tcr moisture

resist.nce h.c if IL e L,' 'y'ipitatiou. in thc r'encc of a hyczophilic
colloid.without salt 2rOf'LZu o,oor 1 .

(4) The dcvclot)ni, t of the cthodL cj :cc. has provided inc.roasing avidcicc that
thu objectivo of crst,aes 'p rov1iig spherica,l shape to obtain optimum flowing
properties should be i,cc r,eab with s-a c rcsurv-t ion. It is shown that a very
irr.gularly shaprd pLrticle ca,.n P ssOse v,od i properties. Tho
surfacc com .ion of f,1, 1 cnystl practice, P. of crr-atur importance
than the shivo in thu dLveloor,D of a su,tale ethel of p ' ratiOu of a new
composition.

,) It is cons idortd 1t, LIt pa th pos biliis of using
very smll Amounts of "addi 'v. sul"stancus to score.u s ta,itial imorovement
in crystallisation. This is shown oarticui.,-ly with the tion-ionic surface
active agenuts e.g. Jit ( letd z-idc.

(6) The uSe of Surf- tr- tn[nt and dposilion on crystals to d oify

physical propo.-Cti s h,as received cO :siiera].le att.i ntiot a- this v,,-iork and the
exampl.as are indicative of' a user c2 "nt rst. t products
which have Lccn prcwired.

Recomme nd at ions

(I1) The results described have e en based directly upon the t1ccessity of
meeting Scrvicc and exp-"iiantnLs with the oX .. osivosa
For long term Lnvestip;atij.ons,-, on cryst, llisat,onw it may bc advantageous to
includo the study of subst-.iics, not n cessaily of c-plosives apliC ,tion,
which would broaden the as:s of .uthiods for inocdifviii S phvsica,l propcrties.

Satisf,'ctory initiatory exiosives may bc rug'Xded as unrepres. nrtive,
possossinF special ,ropec'tes such as ale Laatu chmical s ability coiibinod

with cert-io degree of irst-bilitj to heat or shock. h.rc crystallistlion
phenomena o)f v,luc have 1, ceOt obb:; incd with an IJ_ui.Aor it vould be of intrcest

to dotirniu if the re-l_ m e r1 ,.tQo .1ith Sa. stanc- s rl ted cicic,lly
and crystJographicdl.il. Conve,rsely ,i)re genrl i-Iformiation onl the
modificati n ofof Cr.l', , d s-t[nces Le, dec,ly asSt in

obtacining desircd results t-i a) explosive.

(2) Coatlinued idnves a -tis -iould ir cludc furthi.e.r ate..t. to he
employment of both non-ionic an-Id iocic surfac( act"vU Weiits. T t, addition
to the use of water soluile or disZm4rsil y lt .... .e o oc tl nuclea-

tion :ad growth those soluhle in ,rsogai.c solvents ha; e c(uica.io in
connQction wii-Jrovenit i r lo,-7-1 propeietc ..a. ptd to irmorovc
stability.

(3) The neotoda detscri ed for surf me 1reat 4ent 1 s ln, .t ci co-precipdita-
tion afforO lie us of r-'lcin_ ichamic i mixtuic-s by vwet-prcipitated non-
sogrCgating coJ,posil.ions. Jds cil. " ntes both thncessiy for the dry
mixing of very s.-"sit,ivs: Ox:)L, ivis -t,d the pos i iilit/ Of sCeresation of
components on Ivaidlinr. and redt i fjl_- ir Use. (ly a very, mail
beginnito- has bC, in ,do to r.. dcc tIL amy cotIplex c 1 laiioal mixt uSes niow
in use and consaneration of fexther licatia e I.... dS .....
to bc justified.
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